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High-quality digital recording of actual casino ambient sounds. 3 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC:

Soundscapes, ELECTRONIC: Experimental Details: This CD contains a high-quality, digital recording of

actual casino ambient sounds. When you play it, you'll notice that it sounds just like it does when you are

in the middle of a casino. There are only 3 tracks on the CD: 1. 15 minute track 2. 30 minute track 3. 30

minute track Play the CD in the background and put it on "repeat" or "loop" the next time you have a Las

Vegas night as a school or church fund-raiser to make it sound like it is a real casino. Do the same if you

have a Las Vegas-themed party in your home or a poker night! If you just like hearing the sounds of the

casino, put it in your CD player in the car or listen while you jog! If your hobby is advantage play in a

casino, put it on in the background when practicing your craps, blackjack, or other skills in order to

simulate the casino environment and make your practice sessions more like the real casino experience.

The really nice thing about this CD is you never have to watch a clock or time your practice! When the CD

stops, so do you! There are 2 seconds of silence between each track. If you practice for 15 mins a day,

then play track 1. If you practice for 30 mins a day, then play track 2. If you practice for 60 mins a day,

then play track 2 and end when the CD ends after track 3. When the sounds are over, so is your practice

session! However you decide to use it, we hope you have fun with it!
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